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Unit 6: Technology
Lesson 1: Introduction to MS WordTM 

Improve keyboard skills through online practice; identify the parts of a computer 
as they learn its operation; create and save a file in MS Word™

Lesson 2: Editing Documents in MS WordTM 
Improve their keyboarding skills through online practice; format a document, 
enter, copy, and edit text; complete a crossword puzzle of computer-related terms

Lesson 3: Laying Out Documents in MS WordTM 
Format page margins, orientation, and paper size; 
Use the “Find and Replace” function to replace text; 
use the thesaurus function to substitute words

Lesson 4: Formatting Documents in MS WordTM 
Create, format, and edit a new document; establish 
margins, type contents; change font size, and 
alignment; spell and grammar check a document; 
apply page borders

Lesson 5: More Formatting in MS WordTM 
Change and remove previous formatting; insert 
a header and footer into a document; adjust line 
and paragraph spacing; Create columns; insert and 
position WordArt

Lesson 6: Working with Tables in MS WordTM  
Insert a table into a document; enter, edit data in a 
table; insert rows in a table; merge and split cells; 
resize columns, use Auto Fit, and reposition the table

Lesson 7: Using a Web Browser  
View and understand a web page; understand the 
vocabulary necessary to use the Internet; navigate 
using the web browser; complete an Internet hunt to 
find information

Lesson 8: Using the Internet for Research  
Evaluate various Internet search and meta-search 
engines; become familiar with web query language; 
learn search tips to perform web queries

Lesson 9: Evaluating Websites 
Brainstorm the usefulness and reliability of websites; 
complete a rubric evaluating one of their favorite 
web sites

Lesson 10 & 11: Copyright Issues 
Students learn about citation, public domain, 
fair use, copyright friendly, royalty free and 
plagiarism; determine when citation is necessary 
or unnecessary; determine plagiarism by examining 
various situations; examine personal and public 
consequences of plagiarism and reflect on any person 
experiences with plagiarism

Lesson 12: Introduction to MS PowerPointTM 
Examine PowerPointTM templates and slide 
formatting; create and add slides; Add text to slides 
and edit text attributes; learn slide navigation, check 
spelling, and view slide show

Lesson 13: Getting Comfortable with MS 
PowerPointTM 

Insert clip art and pictures; add shapes and color; 
apply themes and background styles; add transitions, 
slide animations, sounds, video, and sort and reorder 
slides; rehearse presentation timings and add notes

Lesson 14, 15,  & 16: PowerPointTM Group 
Presentation

Work groups to accomplish a goal; perform Internet 
research; design a layout for a group presentation; 
find and save appropriate graphics; set up a 
presentation; enter research information; review, 
edit, and rehearse their presentations; classroom 
presentations

Lesson 17: Spreadsheet Basics & Introduction to MS 
ExcelTM  

Understand what a spreadsheet and spreadsheet 
program are and how they are used; create, format, 
and edit a basic spreadsheet

Lesson 18: What’s My Grade?  
Create a sample ExcelTM workbook; use and 
understand ExcelTM formulas; create their own 
gradebook

Lesson 19: My New Car  
Construct ExcelTM calculation formulas; use 
ExcelTM’s formula operators; use ExcelTM’s 
AVERAGE  and PMT formula function; copy and 
paste cells and use the “fill” options; perform web 
research to choose cars based on specific search 
criteria; make a car-buying decision based on several 
factors

Lesson 20: Using Charts & Graphs in ExcelTM  
Format cells and tabs with color; create several 
kinds of charts and graphs; print ExcelTM worksheets


